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Transfer of Management Authority in Nepali Irrigation Systems 

Annual Progress Report: September 1997-August 1998 

1. 	 Introduction 
On September 1, 1996, the Ford Foundation entered into an agreement with the 
International Water Management Institute (IWMI) to provide support for studies on 
transfer of management authority in Nepali irrigation systems. This is the annual report 
from IWMI to the Ford Foundation outlining the accomplishments achieved, and a 
financial accounting. 

2. Background 
Nepal's Irrigation Policy calls for turnover or joint management of irrigation systems 
presently operated and maintained by the Government of NepaL About 25% of the nearly 
1.1 million hectares of land served by irrigation infrastructure are under management of 
the irrigation agency, the Department of Irrigation (DOl). The DOl is now fully engaged 
in a process of turning over the management of these systems to water user associations 
(WUAs) or introducing joint DOl/farmer management of these systems to make these 
systems more productive and sustainable. 

IWMI's proposal to the Ford Foundation offered to provide assistance to the Research 
and Technology Development Branch (RTDB) of the Department of Irrigation (DOl) to 
integrate existing monitoring activities into a system to provide clear information on how 
well the interventions related to management transfer are proceeding, and what the likely 
results will be for the project managers and policy makers. The activity would be related 
to IWMI's ongoing program to assess the impacts of irrigation management transfer in 
various countries of the world. It was envisaged that IWMl would work with RTDB to: 

• 	 Prepare policy analyses of the findings at regular intervals to point out the issues that 
need decisions and the implications of the findings for policy. 

• 	 Hold seminars and workshops with policy-makers and program managers on the 
issues arising from monitoring efforts. 

• 	 Help RTDB identify weakness in the present monitoring system and help the RTDB 
and DOl to improve monitoring and research on irrigation management tranfer. 

The activity planned to have the following outputs: 

1. 	 Eight policy analyses of the processes and impacts of the ongoing irrigation 
management transfer program being carried out through the irrigation management 
transfer program being carried out through the USAID and ADB supported Irrigation 
Management Transfer Project (IMTP) and perhaps other efforts. 

2. 	 Four workshops to discuss the detailed findings and their implications for policy. 



3. 	 A plan for institutionalizing with the DOl a cost-effective system for monitoring and 
evaluating the progress and impacts of irrigation management transfer and 
rehabilitation in large systems in Nepal. 

Specific research outputs include: 

I. 	 Evaluation of the irrigation management transfer process in Nepal. 

2. 	 Evaluation of the participatory rehabilitation process being followed in the IMTP. 

3. 	 An improved understanding of the costs and benefits of monitoring and evaluation 
systems for interventions such as irrigation management transfer and rehabilitation. 

3. 	 Purpose of report 
The purpose of this report is to provide Ford Foundation a narrative account of what was 
accomplished by the expenditure of funds, including a description of progress made 
toward achieving the goals of the grant; and secondly, a financial accounting according to 
the line-item categories of the approved budget. 

4. 	 Previous activities and progress 
During the first year (Sept 1997 - 1998) two related initiating activities took place: First 
was the meeting of IWMI's Consultative Committee in Nepal, and second was Inception 
Report. The Nepal Consultative Committee was set up by Memorandum of Agreement 
between lIMI and HMG/Nepal Department of Irrigation in 1994. The group had not met 
in a long time due to IWMI earlier closing its Nepal office. The Inception Report was 
presented to the Committee who accepted it with minor changes. The Inception Report 
set out the research objectives and key research questions. During the three-year period of 
the project, 8 policy reports and 4 workshops were to be completed. The policy reports 
would take the fOfm of Irrigation Management Transfer Briefs. These would be based on 
research reports commissioned fOf this activity. During the first year, one report and one 
brief had been completed while one workshop had been scheduled and prepared. At the 
end of the first year 4 activities had been initiated. 

5. Progress during the reporting period 
After the first year of preparatory and initiating activities, the implementation of the 
research activities gained momentum after the assignment of a full time research 
coordinator and a part time office manager based in Katmandu. During the year 
considerable progress was made in the implementation of research activities, workshops 
and publication of reports and briefs. Details are given in the Tables at the end of this 
report. 
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Highlights:
ring and 

• 	 Of the 4 research activities that were initiated in the first year, 3 were completed. fer and 
Another 5 activities were initiated of which 4 were completed. 

• 	 Three workshops were held in which representatives from the Department of 
Irrigation, Water Users Associations, IWMl, universities, and NGOs had the 
opportunity to get acquainted with the results of the IWMl-RTDB research program, 
and discuss the results and the policy implications. 

TP. 
• The workshop on Irrigation Service Fee, organized by IWMl-RTDB to disseminate 

aluation and discuss research results, was highly successful. High government officials 
Ition. involved in policy making and farmer representatives from 7 major irrigation schemes 

exchanged ideas and experiences on Irrigation Service Fee mechanisms. The 
outcomes of this workshop will be directly incorporated into future policy. The 
proceedings of the workshop have been drafted. 

hat was 
• 	 Four policy working papers were published and widely disseminated to interested s made 

parties.:ding to 
• 	 To facilitate the easy dissemination of research results, Policy Briefs - 4 page 

abstracts of research reports - were printed and distributed. Two of those have been 
translated in Nepali and the other two are in the process of being translated. 

~: First 
~eption 	 6. Research activities and main findings 
eement In this section a brief narrative description of each activity, including the major research 
lot met findings, will be given. For more details please refer to the Policy Briefs and Working 
)rt was Papers published by IWMI-RTDB. 
Report 
riod of 6.1 Review of the M & E system 
reports To evaluate rhe Irrigation Management Transfer process and its impacts a good M&E 
lsed on system is crucial. One of the relevant question is: "Are there existing M&E Systems in 
nd one Nepal that can provide relevant information on process and performance of irrigation 
At the management transfer?". A consultancy was given to Mr. 1. Neupane to find the answer to 

this question. He looked at the M&E systems for DOl, the National Planning 
Commission, Ministry of Agriculture, Agricultural Development Bank, the Bhairawa 
Lumbini Groundwater Project, and the Marchawar Lift Irrigation Project. 

Main findings were: 
of 	the 

• Quality and quantity of data is better on inputs than outputs. search 

~ year • The best information is kept at the project level, while at a more centralized level, 

;:shops both quality and quantity of information is insufficient, and campaigns to collect 

)f this information are sporadic rather than regular. 


• 	 At least three main gaps were identified: 1) a lack of data related to outputs, 2) poor 
information flow from field to higher levels, making comparative analysis for policy 
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decisions difficult, and 3) a severe lack of information on how the water resource is 
used due to a lack of information on water discharges. 

• 	 The present strengths to build on are that 1) there is much data being collected at 
projects sites, and through many specialized commissioned studies, 2) there is also a 
desire to know this information at various levels, and 3) there is a recognition of 
weaknesses in M&E by DOl officials. 

These issues were discussed with government officials during the first workshop (5-6 
October 1997). The need for improving the information flow from field to central level 
was generally acknowledged. A mechanism to systematically analyze information is 
lacking. It was felt that a major constraint is the limited budget and manpower in the DOl 
allocated to M&E activities. 

6.2 Support to M & E activities 
In view of the above mentioned strengths and weaknesses in the M&E system it was 
decided to assist the DOl in developing a relational database to store and process data at 
central level. The database was developed and implemented by the M&E branch of the 
DOl, with support from IWMI, using the software used in the department (MS Access). 
The database was demonstrated at the workshop of 17_18th September 1998 and a report 
containing recommendations to ensure its prolonged implementation was presented. An 
important advantage of the database is the easy data entry and data manipulation. A 
variety of petformance indicators covering agricultural, financial and water management 
aspects, can be computed using data already available at project offices. A major concern 
remains the quality of data especially water flow measurements. It is expected that the 
database can be maintained llsing the existing budget and manpower. 

6.3 Rehabilitation and management transfer processes 
Turnover and joint Management activities in Nepal typically involve varying degrees of 
rehabilitation or modernization. The arrangements for rehabilitation and the way in which 
rehabilitation is done is thought to be a major factor of the success or failure of 
management transfer. A comparative study was commissioned through this project to 
concentrate on processes of rehabilitation. Seven projects involved in management 
transfer! were studied to identify key factors in rehabilitation processes. 

Main findings: 

• Prior to management transfer 
rehabilitation program. 

most projects involved in IMT implement a 

• Rehabilitation is used as incentive for beneficiaries to motivate them towards 
assuming greater management responsibilities, as a means to improve effectiveness 

I Irrigation Management Transfer Project, Kankai irrigation System, Bhairawa Lumbini Ground Water 
Project, Marchwar Lift Irrigation Project, Sunsari Morang Irrigation Project. Handetar Irrigation Project 
and Irrigation Line of Credit (ILC) 
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and serviceability of irrigation systems and reduce the cost of operation and 
maintenance after transfer. 

• 	 Despite the common objectives of rehabilitation prior to transfer, a number of marked 
differences in approach were identified. Variables in key processes are related to the 
level of beneficiaries' participation, identification of rehabilitation requirements, and 
tendering and construction modalities. Six propositions incorporating those variables 
were formulated and need to be tested during subsequent studies. 

• 	 At this early stage of transfer (most schemes were transferred less than a year ago) it's 
premature to draw firm conclusions about which approach yields best results. In the 
second phase of this research during the final year studies are planned to probe those 
issues further. 

6.4 Comparative performance assessment 
IWMI's performance indicators computed with data assembled from sources available at 
the RTDB, project reports and project records were used to answer the following research 
questions related to transfer and irrigation performance: 

1. 	 What are the general trends in performance of irrigated agriculture? 

2. What are the impacts of management transfer on irrigation performance? 
The expected impacts of management transfer are increased agricultural production, 
improved use of irrigation water, a decrease in expenditures for the government with 
farmers bearing O&M costs. Seven sites2 in the Terai were selected and a comparison 
between systems as well as the developments over the last 5 years were analyzed. 

Main findings 

• 	 Tne agricultural production in all systems is rising gradually with increased irrigation 
intensity and improved paddy and wheat yields. This is probably due to changes in 
management and rehabilitation. 

• 	 Agricultural production per unit of water supplied is rising in the pump systems after 
management transfer. Farmers started economizing water the amount of water 
pumped after they had to pay part of the fuel costs, as part of the management transfer 
package. 

• 	 Although progress has been made over the last 3 years, the farmer contributions to 
O&M expenditures are still very modest and the government continues paying the 
major part. Most WUAs face problems to collect the assessed amount of irrigation 
service fees. 

• 	 O&M expenditures per unit of land fluctuate widely between the systems, but are 
generally low. Sustainability of the irrigation infrastructure is at stake if WUAs are 
not able to mobilize sufficient resources while the government is decreasing budget 
allocation for regular O&M. 

West-Gandak, Khageri, Panchakanya, Kankai, Sunsari Morang, Marchwar Lift Irrigation Project and 

Bhairawa Lumbini Groundwater Project 
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6.5 Institutional arrangements for supporting mana;!~ement transfer 
The success or failure of irrigation management trans'-'r highly depends on adequate 
institutional arrangements to facilitate the process and Sl, pport the WUA during the post 
transfer phase. A study was implemented to answer the following questions: 

1. 	 to what extent are the existing government institutions and policies attuned to meeting 
the current needs of farmers? 

2. 	 Are existing institutions and legal provisions adeqL: re for effective performance of 
the transferred systems? 

3. 	 What are the gaps and weaknesses in the prevailing 5: ,lation? 

Five key issues were identified, i.e., water use rights, s: tem turnover, WUA formation, 
irrigation service fees, and water resource monitoring. F each issue the relevant policies 
and regulations were checked and analyzed on its a, Juacy to support management 
transfer processes. 

Main findings: 

• 	 Much effort has been dedicated in attempting to crelte an enabling institutional 
environment for management transfer. The major c01,cern is related to the post 
transfer phase. Three areas need to be looked at mere thoroughly: water rights, 
government support and local water service organiza' ioo.;. 

• 	 Water rights: there is a lack of firm water right for newly formed WUAs, insufficient 
public awareness regarding water rights, and an ina.;equate definition of the amount 
of water to be received in the licensing procedure, T ~ i'lstitution mandated to license 
water (District Water Resource Committee) has not· : the adequate capability. 

• 	 Government support: after transfer there remain sev :l functions that the government 
should provide to sustain positive impacts of man "ernent transfer. These services 
include water flow monitoring system, enforcemeJ 0, legislation related to water 
rights and water quality, and technical support to W . A At present there appeared to 
be a lack of commitment from high-level officials l in'plement policies and enforce 
relevant legislation. 

• 	 Local water service organizations: some weaknesse· re,ealed by the study include 1) 
the committee for fixation of the irrigation service fc was not functioning or not even 
formed, 2) the fee collection has been far less than Sl .'ficient and 3) WUAs legal stand 
is not clear. 

Priority areas requiring further attention have been r )mmended: operationalizing of 
existing legislation and strengthen institutions; defir g and enforcing water rights; 
providing post-transfer support to WUAs; and obt ing legal clarity about WUA 
empowerment. 
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6.6 Irrigation Service Fee 
Two main activities were centered on this most important but also controversial theme. A 
four-month literature and field study was implemented from April to July. At the end of 
July the findings were discussed in a one day workshop held in Kathmandu. 

The field and literature study consisted of two parts. First, an analysis of existing 
experiences with fee collection in three Farmer Managed Irrigation Schemes3 This 
analysis was contrasted to practices at three management transfer sites. In FMIS the 
government is not involved in the day-to-day operation and maintenance and farmers 
themselves bear full O&M expenditures in cash and/or labor contributions. The purpose 
of this part of the study is to draw lessons from FMIS, and older transferred systems, that 
might be useful for other transferred systems. The second part consisted of a review of 
past experiences in irrigation fee collection to draw lessons for the planned 
implementation of ISF. In the past several attempts have been undertaken to mobilize 
farmers' resources in agency managed systems to contribute to O&M expenses. However, 
those attempts were not very successful and long lasting. Less than 2% of the total O&M 
expenses came from farmers' contributions. 

Main findings: 

• 	 In FMIS resource mobilization is high because principles are agreed upon through a 
collective decision making process. Rules and regulations are flexible and can change 
from system to system. Labor contribution is the main resource mobilized for 
maintenance. Cash is mainly conected through fines if farmers fail to contribute the 
agreed upon amount of labor. 

• 	 In the past the water fee in agency managed systems was conceived as a tax i.e. fixed, 
enforced, collected and used by central level government authorities. From 
international evidence it became clear that the lack of a direct link between service fee 
collection and improved infrastructure maintenance is a strong disincentive to pay 
water fees. WUAs in agency managed systems should be strengthened to playa more 
dominant role in the water fee mobilization. 

• 	 Some farmers in agency managed systems are reluctant to pay water fees as they see it 
as the government's responsibility to pay for O&M. It is hard to enforce penalties on 
free-riders because in surface systems one cannot cut of the water in case of non
payment. 

Before the workshop a meeting took place in which 20 high government officials from 
the 001 and National Planning Commission took part. Based on the research findings. the 
meeting agreed upon the suggestions listed below: 

• 	 Irrigation Fee should be treated as a service fee and not as a tax 

• 	 No government subsidies should be given in normal Operation and Maintenance 
expenses of agency managed irrigation systems 

3 Chhattis Mauja Irrigation Scheme. Pithuwa Irrigation Scheme and Bangeri Irrigation Scheme. 
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• 

• 	 Major part of O&M expenditures should be borne out of ISF and alternative sources 
of income tapped by the WUA should not undermine irrigation fee payments 

• 	 ISF should be used by the WUA to pay O&M expenses. No capital costs will be 
recovered by the government 

• 	 The fixation of rates and collection mechanisms should be done on project level in a 
joint effort of farmers and agency staff. 

These ideas were presented and discussed at the workshop on 30 of July, 1998. In the 
workshop the farmers' representatives had the opportunity to interact with the DG, DDG, 
and other high government officials about the recommendation made.!t is highly likely 
that the recommendations will be incorporated in future policy plans. 

6.7 Impact ofIrrigation Management Transfer 
To capture the farmers' perspectives and perceptions regarding management transfer, 
surveys were held in 2 recently transferred branches of the West Gandak Irrigation 
Scheme and in the Bhairawa Lumbini Groundwater Project where 2 of the 4 tube wells 
are already transferred. In total some 365 beneficiaries were interviewed. The objectives 
of the survey are: 

• 	 to analyze the changes in the cost of irrigation to farmers and 

• 	 to assess farmers' perception of management transfer concerning aspects like: 
operation, maintenance, conflict management and functioning of the WUA. 

The survey work has been completed but the processing of data is still ongoing. Some 
preliminary results based on surveys held in the area where two tube wells were located 
are presented below. In one, tube well transfer took place, while in the other transfer is 
about to happen. 

Preliminary Results: 

1. 	 In the area with the transferred tube well, farmers are paying considerably more for 
their irrigation water than in the non-transferred tube-well area. This is because the 
government stopped paying for the pump maintenance and operator salary after 
transfer, so the farmers evidently see the benefit in paying for these services. 

2. 	 According to farmers' perception, agricultural production hardly increased after 
transfer. Since the cost for irrigation water went up, this means that their net income 
declined but cost to government went down. This aspect needs further analysis. 

3. 	 According to the farmers' perception, the irrigation service (adequacy, timeliness, 
fairness of water distribution, and difficulty of arranging water) was better in the 
transferred tube well. 

4. 	 The condition of the pump was considered better in the non-transferred tube well 
where the irrigation agency is still responsible for pump maintenance, than in the 
transferred tube well where the WUA maintains the pump. 
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6.8 Process documentation 
In order to gain deeper insights in the internal processes of irrigation management transfer 
and WUA dynamics after transfer, it was decided to conduct an in-depth case study in a 
recently transferred branch of the West Gandak Irrigation system, through process 
documentation. The RTDB signed a MoU with the IAAS / Rampur Campus for a period 
of 8 months. The specific tasks were: 

(a) The process how the DOl negotiated with WUA for management transfer in West 
Gandak; 

(b) Interactions between the DOl and WUA and within WUA structure in course of 
management transfer; 

(c) Issues faced by the agency people and the beneficiary farmers; 

(d) Measures adopted at various levels, both of DOl and WUA, to address these issues; 

(e) Different plans and strategies of WUA meant for undertaking the irrigation 
management tasks after the management transfer; 

(0 	DOl's efforts for extending post transfer supports to the WUA and beneficiary farmers 
in general; and 

(g) experiences so far. 

So far 4 sub-report have been written, mainly focusing on the election process of WUA 
functionaries. The preliminary findings - although the fieldwork has been completed the 
analysis of the results is still ongoing - were presented and discussed in the last 
workshop. DOl officials appreciated the methodology of Process Documentation and 
were impressed by the outcomes. A major topic that came up during the presentation and 
discussion is the high degree of local party politics involved during the election process. 

6.9 Conjullctive use of water 
The study looked at the use of two or more sources of water - canal, drainage, and ground 
waters that can provide better reliability and flexibility in irrigation supplies ensuring 
increased crop yields and productions. It has attempted to assess, analyze and document 
conjunctive water use practices prevalent in three selected irrigation command areas of 
Kamala, Hardinath, West Gandak irrigation systems. 

Key findings indicate that though Nepalese farmers have been practicing conjunctive 
water use practices since long and despite significant emphasis given for the use of 
ground water and intensification of shallow tube wells by Nepal's Agricultural 
Perspective Plan 1995, deliberate policies and support mechanism on promoting 
conjunctive water use practices are lacking. Similarly, institutional arrangements are 
inadequate to enhance the installation and lise of tube wells in conjunction with canal 
water. Further, the small and marginal farmers have not been able to benefit from the use 
of tube wells as compared to large farmers. 
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Realizing the limited experience and knowledge on conjunctive water uses practices in 
Nepal; the study has recommended some further studies focussing on technical and 
economic feasibility of conjunctive water use practices considering farm size and mode of 
management. 

7. Planning for next year, 1998-1999 
The planned activities for next year consist of two parts: first, the ongoing activities that 
need to be finalized and second, the activities that will be initiated this year. The plans 
were discussed and approved by the last meeting of the Consultative Committee in 

~; , 	

September, 1998 . 
.. ' 

'" 
r-'. , , 	 A. Finalize ongoing activities: 

1. 	 Complete phase 2 of the rehabilitation study 

2. 	 Anal:1ze results of farmer surveys 

3. 	 Complete the process documentation study 

4. 	 Final:ze the drafts of four working papers 

5. 	 Finalize four Policy briefs 

B. New activities: 

J. 	 Key factors to success 
As described in the previous section, a broad spectrum of aspects regarding irrigation 
management transfer and its impacts have been studied in detail. Weaknesses and 
strength of sub-processes have been identified and analyzed. Next year's activities will 
focus on the synthesis of all these different aspt,cts. This synthesis will lead to the 
answers on the main research question dealt with in this research program: 
which processes lead to successful IMT? Part of this important question will also be 
covered in the second phase of the rehabilitation study. 

2. 	 Post transfer support 
During both workshops held in October 1997 and September 1998 partIcipants from 
farmer groups and DOr officials stressed the need for post transfer support to newly 
formed WUA. The overall goal of the proposed action research activity is to achieve 
sustainable increases in agricultural productivity. Two specific objectives are: 

• 	 To build institutional capacity of newly formed Water Users Associations to better 
manage land and water resources. 

• 	 Provide policy feedback on institutional i'equirements to support WUA to fulfill its 
objectives. 

Contacts have been established with various donols and research institutes. The DED 
(Deutsche Entwicklung Dienst) offered to provide~rsonnel input: a German volunteer 
stationed in the research site to coordinate activj, 3 in the field and conduct Process 
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Documentation study. CIMMYT was keenly interested in working with IWMI in two 
recently transferred systems in a joint research on sustained agricultural production. 

3. Water basin study 
This proposed research project will take place in the Indrawati Basin. In this area 
intensive development of water resources (hydropower, water supply for Kathmandu, 
agriculture) in the near future is targeted. If not carefully planned and executed, this might 
lead to severe competition between stakeholders, harming the less influential water users' 
groups. The overall development goal of the proposed research is to obtain more 
productive use of Nepal's water resources in a manner that benefits all stakeholders 
including poor and disadvantaged people without adverse impacts on the environment. 

Contacts with relevant institutes have been established. The main collaborators will be 
the WECS, DOl, DWS, District Water Resource Committees, local water users groups 
and ICIMOD. ADB has showed interest to finance part of the study. Refer to enclosed 
proposaL 
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Table 3. Persons involved in the research activities 


I 

Person's name Assignment Time spent Activities 
1 Mr. Krishna C. IWMI-Nepal Full time All 

Prasad 
2 Dr. K.R. Sharma RTDB, DOl Ne~al Part time All 
3 Dr. David IWMI - Colombo 1.5 months All 

Molden - .~~-

4 Ms. Charlotte de IWMI Colombo 2 months Comparative performance 
Fraiture assessment and project 

- management 
~---

5 Mr. 1. Neupane Local consultant 7 months M&E system review, 
Institutional arrangements 
for supporting IMT, and 

~6 
Conjunctive water use 

Dr. Prachanda Consultant 1 month Irrigation Service Fee study 
Pradhan 

,7 Dr. M. Samad IWMI - Colombo 1 month IMT impact assessment 

IS . Dr. Nicola Ridell IWMI  Colombo 1 week Irrigation service fee stud.y .. 
9 Dr. Tissa IWMI Colombo 3 days Institutional arrangements 

Ban!iaragoda for supporting IMT 
.~-" 

10 Mr. A. Shukla IAAS Rampur IPart time Process Documentation 
and three research Campus 
assistants 

I 1 IMs. Amita Local consultant 6 months Secondary data collection, 
. Tuladhar farmer surveys 

12 !vIr. Bijay DOl-Nepal 2 months Comparative Performance 
Adhikari study_,---.-... -.-~- .~--I--

13 Mr. R. L. ILocal consultant 6 months Office management, farmer 
Shilpakar surve~s 

14 Mr. T.P. Sharma ! DOI-Ne2al 2 months Database devel02ment r5 Mr. Suman DOl-Nepal 1 month Irrigation Service Fee stud) 
: Sijapati Workshop organization ane 
I proceedings
I 16 Mr. S. K. DOl-Nepal 2 months M&E support work 
I 

I Shrestha 
17 Dr. B. Neupane APROSC 1 month Institutional arrangements 

for supporting IMT 
18 Mr. N. Koirala DOI- West Gandak Part time Process documentation . 
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Table 4. Published documents 

Working papers completed: 

1. 	 Review of Irrigation Monitoring and Evaluation Systems, Nepal, 
RTDB-IWMI, April 1997. 

2. 	 Study on Rehabilitation and management transfer, Nepal. Phase I: Identification of 
current processes. RTDB-IWMI, July 1997 

3. 	 Institutional Framework Supporting Management Transfer, Nepal 
RTDB-IWMI, October 1997. 

4. 	 In print: Comparative Performance Assessment in 7 selected irrigation schemes in 
Nepal. RTDB-IWMI, September 1998. 

Policy Briefs: 

1. 	 M&E systems for evaluating management transfer, September 1997. 
2. 	 Rehabilitation and Management Transfer: Current Processes, January 1998. 
3. 	 Comparative Irrigation Performance Assessment, August 1998. 
4. 	 Institutional Arrangements for Supporting Management Transfer, August 1998. 

Policy Briefs in Nepali: 

5. 	 M&E systems for evaluating management transfer. 
6. 	 Rehabilitation and Management Transfer: Current Processes. 

Workshop proceedings: 

Evaluation of Irrigation Management Transfer Process and Performance. Proceedings of a 
workshop held in Kathmandu 5-6 October 1997. RTDB-IWML 

Process Documentation Report Series: 

1. 	 A Process Based Diagnosis of Election ofWUA Functionaries in Nepal West Gandak 

Irrigation Scheme. Report No.1. April 1998. 


2, 	 A Process Based Diagnosis of Election of WUA Functionaries in Nepal West Gandak 
Irrigation Scheme: Election ofToH and Branch Committee Functionaries. Report No.2. 
May 1998. 

3. 	 A Process Based Diagnosis of Election of WUA Functionaries in Nepal West Gandak 

Irrigation Scheme: Election of functionaries for the board of directors. Report No.3. 

June 1998. 


4. 	 A Process Based Diagnosis of Election ofWUA Functionaries in Nepal West Gandak 

Irrigation Scheme: Election of women representatives, functionaries of executive 

committee and formation of regional committees. Report No.4. August 1998. 
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ANNEX I - Workshop Participants 

Participants in Workshop, Octoher 1997 

I. Mr. A. M. Singh, Consultant, NISP, DOl, lawalakhel 
2. Mr. Amonananda Mishra, DDG, River Training Division, DOl, lawalakhel 
3. Dr. B. Neupane, Consultant, IIMI, Nepal 
4. Mr. Babu Ram Adhikary, Senior Divisional Engineer, DOl, lawalakhel 
5. Mr. Bijaya Adhikari, AgrL Engineer, RTDB, DOl, lawalakhel 
6. Mr. C. M. Tater, Deputy Director General, Irrigation Management Division, DOl, lawalakhel, 
7. Ms. Charlotte de Fraiture, IIMI, Colombo, Sri Lanka 
8. Mr. Chhanda Prasad Adhikary, Chairman, Panchkanya Water Users Association, Chitwan 
9. Dr. D. 1. Molden, IIMI, Sri Lanka 
10. Mr. Durga Sankhar Sharma, Coordinator, SISP, DOl, lawalakhel 

" 11. Dr. Ganesh Shivakoti, Lecturer, IAAS, Rampur, Chitwan 
12. Dr. Ganesh Thapa, Team Leader. Winrock International. APROSC, Kathmandu ~ 
13. Mr. Gautam Buddha Manandhar, Chief, AgrL Engineering Division, NARC, Khumaltar 


,~ 14 . Me. Haidar Ali Momin, Chairman, WUA, West Gandak Irrigation Project, Nawalparasi 
.~ 
15. Mr. Harsha Bajracharya, Project Officer, ARDIUSAIDlNepa\, Rabi Bhawan, Kathmandu ··i>p	

", 16. Mr. I. Neupane. Consultant, IIMI, Nepal 
~ , 17. Dr. Indra Lal Kalu, Team Leader, T A Team, CADI! IMTP, lawalakhel 

18. Mr. livan P. Thanju, Senior Divisional Engineer, WECS, Singha Durbar 
19. Mr. K. C. Prasad, Engineer- Sociologist, System Management Branch, 001, lawalakhel 
20. Dr. Khem R. Sharma, Chief, RTDB, 001, lawalakhel 
21. Me. Larik P. Yadav, Chairman, Water Users' Association, Piparpati Parsauni, Nawalparasi 
22. Mr. Mahendra B. Gurung, Senior Divisional Engineer, BLGWP, Bhairahawa 
23. Mr. Mahendra Nath AryaJ, Director General, DOl, lawalakhel 
24. Dr. N. M. Shakya, Engineering Institute, Pulchowk 
25. Mr. N. Ansari, Team Leader, SISP, Implementation Consultant, lawalakhel 
26. Mr. N. P. Bhattarai, Senior Divisional Engineer, Ministry of Water Resource, Singha Durbar 
27. Mr. Narayan Bahadur Shrestha, Under Secretary, National Planning Commission, Singha Durbar 
28. Me. Niranjan Tamrakar, HRDTB, DOl, lawalakhel 
29. Mr. Nirjarananda Vaidya, Coordinator, NISP, DOl, lawalakhel 
30. Mr. Prem Bahadur Shrestha, Section Chief, Irrigation Unit, Agricultural Development Bank, 
31. f/r. Puspa Raj Khanal, Chief, Narayani Lift Irrigation Office, Bharatpur, Chitwan 
32. Mr. R. P. Satya!, Chief, IMTP, 001, lawalakhel 
33. Mr. R. F" Sharma Neupane, Deputy Team Leader, TA Team, CADIIlMTP, Bharatpur, Chitwan 
34. Mr. S. P. Rajbhandary, Chief, System Management Branch, Irrigation Management Division, 001

1 35. Mr. Santosh K. Shrestha, Agri. Economist, IMD, DOl, lawalakhel 
36. Mr. Sharada Prasad Sharma, DDG, Planning Division, DOl, lawalakhel 
37. Mr. Suman Lal Shrestha, Engineer, RTDB, DOl, lawalakhel 

I 38. Mr. Surendra Shrestha, IIMI, Nepal 
39. Dr. T. M. S. Pradhan, IIMI, Nepal 
40. Mr. Tarka Bahadur Budhathoki, Project Chief, Marchwar Lift Irrigation Project, Bhairahawa 
41. Mr. Tika Ram Dahal, Chairman, Khageri Water Users' Association, Chitwan 
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Participants in [SF Workshop, July 1998 

I. Mr. B. R. Regmi, Secretary, MaWR, Singh Durbar, Kathmandu 
2. Mr. Y. L. Vaidya, Special Secretary, MaWR. Singh Durbar. Kathmandu 
3. Mr. S. N. Poudel. Executive Secretary. WECS, Singh Durbar, Kathmandu 
4. Mr. M. M. Shrestha. Joint Secretary, MaWR. Singh Durbar, Kathmandu . , 

i 
~ 

5. Mr. R. L. Kayastha. Joint Secretary, MaWR. Singh Durbar, Kathmandu 
6. Mr. R. R. Satyal. Auditor General's Office, Babar Mahal ,..
7. Mr. S. Shah, Representative Finance Ministry i 
8. Mr. M. N. Aryal, Director General, DOl, JawalakheJ, Lalitpur 
9. Mr. C. M. Tater, DDG, Irrigation Management Division, DOl 
10. Mr. I. B. Shrestha, DDG, Surface Irrigation DivisionlDOl 
11. Mr. N. N. Vaidya, Coordinator, NISP, Jawalakhel, Lalitpur 
12. Mr. R. P. Satya!, Coordinator, IMTP, Jawalakhel, Lalitpur 
13. Mr. B. R. Adhikari, Coordinator, SISP, Jawalakhe], Lalitpur 
14. Mr. J. Ghimire, Chief. Groundwater Resources Dev. Project, Babar Mahal 
15. Mr. U. L. Malia, SDE, Sunsari Morang Irrigation Project 
16. Mr. S. D. Manandhar. Chief, BLGWP 
17. Dr. N. H. Gajurel, Planning Division, DOl 
18. Mr. B. Ojha, SDE, DOl. Jawalakhel, Lalitpur 
19. Mr. M. Dangol, SDE, DOl, Jawalakhel, Lalitpur 
20. Mr. P. N. Singh, SDE, Planning Division, DOl 
21. Mr. T. M. Gunmg, SDE, DOl, Jawalakhel, Lalitpur 
22. Mr. S. P. Rajbhandari. Chief, 5MBIIMD/DOI 
23. Mr. L. C. Pradhan, Chief, HRDTBIIMDIDOI 
24. Dr. K. R. Sharma, Chief, RTDB, DOl, Jawalakhel 
25. Mr. S. Sijapati, SDE, DOl 
26. Mr. R. Chhetri, Ministry of Law and Justice, Babar Maha\, Kathmandu 
27. Dr. P. Pradhan, IWMI Consultant 
28. Mr. K. C. Prasad, IWMI, Nepal 
29. Mr. R. L. Shilpakar, IWMI, Nepal 
30. Ms. A. Tuladhar, IWMI, Nepal 

Farmers' Representatives 

31. Mr. A. Ray, Chairman, West Gandak IS 
32. Mr. C. P. Adhikari, Chairman, Panchkanya IS 
33. Mr. H. P. Bhetwal, Chairman, Kankai IS 
34. Mr. K. Neupane, Chairman, Chhattis Mauja IS 
35. Mr. R. P. Sah, Chairman, Banged IS 
36. Mr. S. Pandey, TW 13, BLGWP 
37. Mr. S. Ali, West Gandak 
38. Mr. K. R. Adikari, West Gandak 

Independent Thinkers 

39. Dr. R. Mishra, nDS, Baneshwar 
40. Dr. S. B. Gurung, Department of Sociology, TU 
41. Mr. C. D. Bhatta, Advisor, National Planning Commission 
42. Mr. M. P. Sharma, Consultant, IMTP 
43. Mr. N. Ansari. SISP T A Team 
44. Mr. S. S. Ranjitkar, World Bank, Yak and Yeti Complex, Kathmandu 
45. Mr. R. R. S. Neupane, CADIIIMTP 
46. Mr. U. R. Timilsina, DOl 
47. Dr. R. Laitos, CADI/IMTP 



Participants in Workshop, September 1998 

I. Dr. David Molden. Team Leader, Nepal Program, IWMI 
2. Dr. I. L. Kalu, T A-IMTP 
3. Dr. K. R. Sharma Chief, RTDB, IMDIDOI 
4. Dr. N. M. Shakya, Institute of Engineering, Pulchowk 
5. Dr. R. Pradhan, Freedeal, Anam Nagar, Kathmandu 
6. Dr. Robby Lairos, Team Leader, CADIIIMTP 
7. Dr. Tom Sheng, CADI 
8. Mr. A. Shukla, Coordinator, IMSSG, IAAS, Rampur 
9. Mr. Ajay Dixit, Water Nepal 
10. Mr. A. Mishra, DDG/DOI 
II. Mr. B. Devkota, IAAS, Rampur 
12. Mr. B. R. Adhikari, Coordinator, SISP, 1awalakhel, Lalitpur 
13. Mr. R. Adhikari, SDE, 001 
14. Mr. B. K. Adhikari, Engineer, RTDBIIMD/DOI 
15. Mr. C. D. Bhatta, Advisor, NPC 
16. Mr. Chhanda Prasad Adhikari, Chairman, Panchkanya WUA 
17. Mr. D. R. Regmi, 10int Secretary, MOWR, Singh Durbar, Kathmandu 
18. Mr. Hari Prasad Bhetwal, Chairman, Kankai WUA 
19. Mr. H. R. Devkota, observer, ATZ consult 
20. Mr. I. Neupane, Consultant 
21. Mr. J. P. Datta, IAAS 
22. Mr. 1. P. Thanju, SDE, WECS, Singha Durbar, Kathmandu, Nepal 
23. Mr. J. Ghimire, DOG. Groundwater Division. 001 
24. Mr. J. Kurmi. Machawar WUA 
25. Mr. K. C. Prasad. Research Associate and Office in Charge, IWMI, Nepal 
26. Mr. L. C. Pradhan, Chief, HRDTB/IMDIDOI 
27. Mr. M. M. Shrestha. 10int Secretary, MOWRI ( 
28. Mr. M. N. Aryal, Director General, 001. 1awalakhel, Lalitpur 
29. rvk N. Ansari, TA-SISP 
30. Mr. N. Koirala, Engineer, West Gandak IS 

t I 31. Mr. N. P. Bhattarai. SDE, Ministry of Water Resources, Singh Durbar, Kathmandu, Nepal 
"~2 Mr. P. R. Dungana, RTDB/IMDIDOI 
:::13 ]\,jr, R. L. Gupta, Machawar WUA 
34. w I R. L. Shilpakar, Research Assistant and Office Manager, IWML Nepal II 
35. Mr. R. ,;. SCityal, DOG, Irrigation Management Division, 001 
36. Mr. R. R. S. Neupane, TA-IMTP 
37. Mr. R. P. Bhandari, RTDBIIMD/DOI 
38. Mr. S. K. Adhikari, Chief, Agriculture Engineering Division, NARC, Khumaltar, Lalitpur, Nepal II 
39. Mr. S. K. Shrestha, Economist, IMD/SMB/DOI 
40. Mr. S. N. Adhikari, RTDB/IMDIDOI 
41. Mr. S. P. Sharma. DDGIDOIII 42. Mr. S. L Shrestha, SDE, 001 
43. Mr. S. Sijapati, SDE. 001 
44. Mr. S. S. Ranjitkar, World Bank, I 4.5. Mr. S. S Yadhav, West Gandak WUA 
46. Mr. S. S Yadhav, Machawar WUA 
47. Mr. S. D. Mannadhar, Chief, BLGWP

II 48. Mr. T. P. Sharma, Chief, MISU, DOl 
49. Mr. Tajmul Musalman, Marchwar WUA 
50. Mr. Tika Ram Dahal, Khageri WUA 
51. Ms. A. Tuladhar, Research Assistant, IWMI, Nepal 
52. Ms. Charlotte de Fraiture, Research Associate, IWMI, Sri Lanka II 53. Ms. S. Rimal, Research Officer, Winrock 
54. Ms. S. Upadhyaya, Agriculture Economist, Ministry of Agriculture. Kathmandu, Nepal 

I 55. Ms. van_Etten, Jacobijn, Research Associate, IWMI, Sri Lanka 
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.SEI'TijtBER 1997 

'. MitE Systems for Evaluating Management Transfer 
Evaluating Process and Performance 

Management transfer has been widely accepted as 

a means of improving the performance of irrigated 

agriculture in Nepal. The Department of Irrigation 

, through various programs and projects is fully 

engaged in carrying out this policy of management 

transfer. It is expected that the end results will be 

increased agricultural productivity and a decrease 

in government expenditure on operation and 

. maintenance. 

At this P9int il") time, much time and effort are 

needed to complete management transfer. Yet 

there is sufficient experience to date that can be 

reviewed. Two basic questions arise: 

1. Is management transfer the right thing to do? 

2. Are we doing management transfer right? 

The first question relates to the policy of 

management 1ransfer: Is. the policy of transferring 

i. ,management really leading .to desired benefits? If 

I ,the expected and desired impacts are realized, 

i then the policy direction is sound. 

The second question relotes to the process of 

management transfer. In Nepal, the management 

transfer process is young, and several approaches 

exist. Which of these leads to successful 

.management transfer? Relating the various 

'. pro~esses to impacts should help us to better 

understand which process leads to success. 

How are the answers to these questions 

obtained? Data collection and monitoring activities 

do exist. Within the HMG/Nepal there are several 

monitoring systems. The question posed here is: Do 

existing M&E systems provide information to 

answer the above questions? 

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) 

To achieve management transfer, a chain of events 

is visualized. Resources are provided for 

rehabilitation and modernization. Simultaneously, 

water users are organized and trained to manage 

irrigation. Responsive local management combined 

with appropriate infrastructure results in better 

water delivery to farmers. Improved water delivery 

induces more investment in other agricultural inputs 

leading to increased crop production, or increased 

value of production from higher value crops. This in 

, , 

. Jhi~ is the first ofa 'series of briefs designed to . 
'addr~ss 'key . poHcy issues related to' 

T' .',' '. ' • 

management transfer in Nepal through the 

. .. rese!Jr~hacfivity.·fyaluation of ManagemEmt· 
Transfer Performance and Process.· This, 

, .. ,-' ' 

, . res~rc~ is a joint efforby the Research and . 
. . Technology. DevelopmenfBranch IRTDBlpf the 

()epartment of Irrigation of Nepal. and the 
. Intertlationallrrigation Management Institute . 
" '-'\ . ~ . '. - ' 

IIlMIi with funding provided by the 'Ford 
Foundation. 



Indicators NPC MOA 001 iBLGWP 

M&e MIS IMTP 
I------~~~~~ 

1. Climate and over discharge ./ ./ 

2. O&M budget monitoring ./ ./ ./ ./ 

3. Developed irrigation area ./ ./ ./ 

4. Canal u,,,....,,..,I:I" monitoring , • ./ ./ ./ 

5. Institutional information 

I ./ 
I 

-WUA status ./ ./ 
! 

- WUA membership ! ./ 

- Water fee collection ./ ./ ./ 

6. Agricultural performance : 
- Cropped area and intensity • ./ 

-Crop y~~~~ 1 ./ ./ ./ 

- Crop returns \"''''''''''' • ./ . ./ i ./ 

Key Infomlatlon Monitored by Different AgenciesIProlects. ;Ie~s d 

higher 

the 

implel 
. allow 

can b 

syster 

inforn 

. levels. 

Prest 

What 

relev( 

manc 

study 

Notes: 'ADB/N information is limited to number of systems (tubewells + surface irrigation) developed each year by district, and also includes partial 
information on irrigated area . 

.I Regularly Monitored information 
• Occasionally monitored but often not available 

NPC = National Planning Commission 
MOA = Ministry of Agriculture 
001 '" Department of Irrigation 
M&E '" Monitoring and Evaluation Unit of System Management Branch 
MIS '" Management Information System Unit 

turn leads to increased financial benefits to 

farmers. Farmers invest in local management to 

maintain the irrigation system in order to maintain 

increased returns. From farmers' point of view, 

more net income is realized. From a national 

perspective, Nepal receives better returns to its land 

and water resources, and scarce resources can be 

diverted from operation and maintenance of 

irrigation systems to other sectors. 

The inputs into. the process are financial 

resources, rehabilitated canals, and training 

to water users. The expected outcomes and 

impacts are increased management capacity, 

better water delivery. better maintenance, non

deterioration of infrastructure, increased productivity 

and value of production, and a decrease in 

government expenditures on irrigation 

management. 

. '. ., 
. . Research & TechnOlogy DeveIQpn'18I"It . . .' .""'MIVI,;. ,\": ." .' . . . 

Irrigation Management Division ((MOl, PO Box 2055, Sinctial BhaWa'n,~JaYlalakhel,:lalH:pUr. Ne~,. ··.·1=ax977-1-527985 
. , -/~ .,-- I' , 

., .j 

IMTP '" Irrigation Management Transfer Project 
ADB/N = Agricultural Development Bank/Nepal 
ADB/N '" Agricultural Development Bank/Nepal 
MliP = Marchawar Lilt Irrigation Project 

At this stage in management transfer, there is 

considerable experimentation taking place. It is 

hypothesized that certain combinations of inputs, 

training, developing a certain type of water users 

association (WUAI, adjusting timing of turnover, and 

other interventions will lead to the impacts desired. 

Monitoring durj~g implementotion allows for 

adjustments to' be made. Evaluation of results 

allows verification of hypotheses. When it can be 

establishecf1hata certain comb.ination of inputs 

leads to success under given conditions, better 

designs for'management transfer can be made in 
othe:sYsfems. . .' ." 

. M&Esys'terris could De present at several 

levels. ~l,fhe irrigdtion:'sysfem level, details of 

implementation Cooldbe.monitored and evaluated. 

Atdi$id.regi~1, and central levels, selected key 

information .could be'gatnered and evaluated, with 

' .. ~kti.~.4.~.,.J ...... ~ " .•.. t.>p~,':..._ :.....~'..._.~~.,',:.'" ,_,.. ' ." " " 
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J . 
,1:le~s detail but on more irrigation systems at each 

.I higher level. At a central-government level such as 

. the Planning Commission, certain key 

implementation variables could be monitored to 

. allow for better decisions. A pyramid of information 

can be envisaged" with more details kept at the 

system level. and less detailed information, but 

information from rryore systems kept at higher 

levels. 

Present MaE Systems 

What M&E systems now exist in Nepal that are 

relevant for evaluatiflg the process and perfor-. 

mance of management transfer? A joint RTDB/IIMI 

study funded by the Ford Foundation was carried 

out during February-April of 1996 and its results are 

summarized in the table. 

At a glance; it can be noticed that the projects 

IMTP, BlGW, and MliP collect the most 

comprehensive sets of information. The central level 

units do not regularly monitor the data. The 

Management Information System Unit (MISU) of 001 

was designed and set up to collect and maintain 

all the information required for the management, 

including regular monitoring of system 

performance. Its activities are limited to keeping 

fragmentary records of irrigation projects, and 

hence it is not serving the purpose of performance 

monitoring. The M&E' Unit of Systems Management 

Branch (SMB) has been preparing monitoring 

reports, but the data is often not received from the 

field. 

The Second Irrigation Sector Project (SISP) 

virtually has no performance monitoring system at 

the center. More information is available at regional 

and district irrigation offices. 

What about quality of data? In general, it is 

easier to measure inputs than outputs. It is easier 

to track investments in irrigation development than 

Jhe Ford foundation 
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net benefits to farmers. Quality of information 

follows the same trend with better quality data on 

irrigation investments, and decreasing quality of 

information on production related data . 

Where is the best information? The best 

information is kept at the project level. In particular, 

projects with active donor involvement keep more 

complete records and have better quality data. 

Bhairahawa lumbini Groundwater Project, Sunsari 

Morang Irrigation Project, and Marchawar lift 
Irrigation Project have a wealth of information. The 

Irrigation Management Transfer Project now 

routinely monitors certain impact variables. At 

Kankal Irrigation System, which receives limited 001 

funds, data is available, although not as complete 

or as well organized as at the donor funded 

projects. At higher levels, within Systems 

Management Branch (SMB) or MISU, both quality 

and quantity of information is insufficient, and 

campaigns to collect information are sporadic 

rather than regular. 

Where are the strengths? The strength to build 

on is the fact that much data is being collected. 

These data are available at project sites, and 

through many specialized commissioned studies. 

There is also a desire to obtain this information at 

various levels, and a recognition of weaknesses in 

M&E by 001 officials. 

Where are the gaps? At least three main gaps 

can be identified. The first is the lack of data related 

to outputs. The second is a poor information flow 

from field level to higher levels, making 

comparotive analysis for policy decisions difficult. 

The third is a total lack of information on how the 

water resource is used due to a lack of information 

on water discharges. 

Output Data: Here, let us focus on productivity, area 

served, cropping intensity and overall production. 

At the project level, time series data can readily be 



obtained in only a few cases. While the M&E 
section of 5MB has made occasional efforts, 
several gaps exist both in time series data and 
data from several irrigation systems. For the 
National Planning Commission, the area brought 
under irrigation is a key focus. But the actual area 
irrigated season by season. or agricultural 
production does not form a main part of their 
monitoring system. Given this status, it is difficult to 
determine if management transfer is helping 
agricultural production. 

Information Flow: For MI5U and the M&E Unit of 
5MB to receive information, they have to actively 
pursue the information, rather than rely on a 
regular flow of information from the field. This 
makes it extremely difficult to maintain a time series 
of information. Evidently, there is neither great 
motivation to supply the data, nor can serious 
actions be taken if the data is not provided. 

Water Flow Information: Where water is plentiful, 
information on water flows may not be critical. But, 
especially during the dry season, in many locations 
water is insufficient to meet demands. Without 
water discharge information, effectiveness of water 
distribution cannot be determined, a water balance 
cannot be generated to know how water resources 
are being used, and finally, the productivity of water 
cannot be determined. 

Con existing M&E systems be used to evaluate the 
process and impacts? The answer is at present clearly 
no. Adequate information provided by M&E systems is 

not readily available. Certainly, M&E systems could be 
upgraded to help provide the answers. 

HOW to Proceed 

A demand for output and impad information needs 
to. come from key.decision makers. When there is 
little demand for this type of information, there i~ 
little motivation to maintain an M&E system. 
Presently, key decision makers focus on provision of. 

, , 

inputs .and budget expenditures. More -focus is 
required on the returns from these inputs. ' 

Encourage information flows from field level to 
central level, {Jnd feed/;>ack from central level to 
field level. Col,lection and reporting of information, 
as well as development and dissemination of 
reports from the center, can become part of the 
regular program of the concerned units to ensure it 
gets done. Likewise, results obtained from M&E 

' 

. 

, ... 

should be made readily ,available to field offices. 
, , 

Assist local manager(l(3nt~rgan!zations to develop 
their own M&E systems. In transferred systems, 
build capacity for'M&E through record keeping. As ' 
part of the transfer pr~gram, require Water Users 
Associations to track k~y variables through their 
record keeping and submit reports. This ""ill build 
their capacity to monitor the performance of their ' 
system, a~d couiq.become a part of DOl's 
monitoring eff~rts. . , ",.: '" 

, ' 

Streamline reporfi~g~equirements. The art of M&E ' 
is identifying the minimum required information. 
The usual practice)s to ask for, too much 
information, creating antmnecessary burden on all 
involved. The approach suggested here is to start 
with the minimum necesSary information, then add 
more informationwheh it becomes evident that it is 
required. For outpiJt~,.ltis recommended that MISU 
and M&~Unlt <of 5MB focus on O&M budget 
expenditUJ~s' by.gover~ment and farmers, fee 
collection. area:lrrfgOf8d,. cropping patterns, yields 
and pric¢s of':mOjOl,CrppS, and inflow into the 
Irrj9atE;*LareO~~" ~ . ~.. 

Supplem~!Jtm~n/JorilJ9Jntormation with special 
. resear~h sfudJes.,io .Identify a successful mana

gem~nt tra~~erpr~~ss, it will be necessary to 
developsp~crdlstugjes'tO determine the links 
betweentheJ)roce:»s Ondimpacts. Monitoring 
informatlQI:t ShoukfpiOvide clues.. then a research 
h~es:sh~ld be deVeloped and field studies 
carried out k> find o'nsWei$.. . 
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'evelop , ,:Background 
items, ' 

, :; Directed by its irrigation policy, the Government of 
ng. As v: Nepal has initiated several management transfer 
Users :; programs in different state-run public irrigation 

") their "schemes. Such programs aim at transferring 
I build : irrigation management responsibilities over to 
.f their '," organized farmers. partially or fully. 
DOl's , Invariably, all such programs incorporate a com-' 

,- ~ 

'. ponent of rehabilitation. The process 'through which' 
) rehabilitation is done'is considered to have a sut:>

IfM&E stantial bearing on the implementation of the entire 
lotion. 

o management transfer program and the impacts 
much , , thereof. There is no standard process for scheme 
on all rehabilitation. Atso, evidence to suggest an appropri

o start ate process for scheme rehabilitation, leading to suc
!n add cessful management transfer, is lacking. 

lat it is 

t MISU ,.' Study Series 
udget 

~ To obtain a better understanding of the rehabilitation 
5, fee 

, process in relation to management transfer, a study
yields' 

,series has been conceived, focusing on 
to the' management transfer processes and performance. 

" The main objective of this study series is to identify 
, " rehabilitation and modernization processes that leadpecial 
': to successful management transfer. An initial studynona

1 IRTOB and IIMI 1997) on identification of current 
ory to 

;~ rehabilitation processes reviewed the stated 
, links 

processes of irrigation system rehabilitation that are 
toring in place in Nepal under management transfer. 
;eorch Further studies would look into the actual 
tudies implementation process of such programs and the 

results thereof. 

,'This initial study mainly looked into two aspects 
of rehabilitation: basis of project/program 
formulation and the adopted approach. The cases 
studied, which included both groundwater and 
surface schemes, are: 

• 	 Irrigation Management Transfer Project IIMTPI 

• 	 Kankai Irrigation System (KISI 

• 	 Bhairahwa lumbini Ground Water Project (BlGWP) 

• 	 Marchwar lift Irrigation Project IMUP) , 

• 	 Sunsari Morang Irrigation Project (SMIPI 

• 	 Handetar Irrigation System (HIS) 

• 	 Irrigation line of Cr~dit file) 

Findings 

Basis of Project/Program Formulation 

The major findings related to the basis of projectl 
program formulation are: 

1. 	 All of the management programs are guided by 
the irrigation policy. ' 

Thi;isthe second'ofa seri~pfbriefsdesigned to 
. address key policy i~~~ rJlatec(iq'rtla.n~g~ir1en( 

transfer in N€lP~lthroug~Jhe resea~Ch·acti"ity. ,. 
~EvaliJQtion of,MoriQ9~!Tient:rrpnsfe( 8ei:forroarlce. " 
and ProceSs:; ThI~ r~ecirch'is'(]join{~ffort~bithe" , 
Research and T~chllOlogY'J)~veI9P~ent :~~~f,~h ' 
(RTDB) pf the oepartrr[ent'of frrig~~b~ of NePcil. ·bn~" 
~helnternatiQnallrri90tion,Managemel')t Instityte 
(IIMI) with funding proVided by fheFord Foundation; , . .., " ,-" . " ,'" ,'" .' 



'2. 	 In the majority of , cases, scheme rehabilitation 

works are supported by some external donors. 

3. 	 Rehabilitation covers a wide range of work, from 

repair of headwork and flood damages to 

development of water courses, and from 

construction of new water controlling and 

regulating structures to construction of roads to 

transport produce from form to morket and to 

service canals. 

4. 	 Rehabilitation activities have the following main 

purposes: 

• An incentive for beneficiaries to motivate 

them toward assuming greater manage

ment responsibilities 

• Improving effectiveness and serviceability of 

irrigation and drainage schemes 

• A means of farmer participation 

• A measure for reducing the costs 

operation and maintenance activities 

of 

5. 	 Rehabilitation works are generally driven by 

farmers' demands and, in some cases, by the 

agency's own assessmenf. 

6. 	 All the cases meet the criteria of HminimumH cost 

sharing as stipulated in the irrigation policy but, 

there are variations in the upper limits. 

Key Differences in Rehabilitation Approaches 

Adopted Approaches ,." 

All the caseS stUdied :h9v~iehabilitalioQ components 

and in all of th~m'f~h~bilitdtiorfis 'done bef()re ' 


management transfer. Similarly, formation of local 


farmers' organization~anci their involvement in 

rehabilitation works are common in all cases. Also, 


all of them haVe some form of cdst sharing 

, orrangement H9~ever, there are significant 


differences lnthe cipproo~hto rehabilitation. The key· 
differences in the adopted approaches of the, 

different cases are summarized in 'the table below. 

, In all thE! cases, the management is not 

transferred imm~diateiyafter the commissioning of 

rehabilitation wor:kS:Theretire differences of up to 3 
years in the'peribdfor.man'ogement transfer to take 

place upon .completion of rehabilitation works. 

TheJableindicateSsome'procedutal variations in 

the adopted,approaches under different projects/ 

programs; SM1Pis'radicaily different from the other 

cases. A,major:- tE;¥lson f~r t~isis that SMIP, is a mega 

project compored tofhe9tnerprojects in the country. 

The policy alSo provides fo(ooly joint management 
in . such proie'<:fsin ;'cphfrasttoa complete, 

managementtrd~sfer.There is no concept of 
irivolving the ber)eflciary farmers in management of ' 

the system above the 'tertiary level. Even below the 
, " ; ''I, 

tertiaryl~veJ;Jhepf()grdrn ,focuses on intensive 

command areo,'gevelopment activities seeking 
beneficiaries~ feedback and cooperation during 

program implementation. Thus, SMIP is more 

in 
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-'n ;SMIP 
.'No 
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HIS ILCActivity 	 IMTP ;K1S 

Need identification by ioint walk-through Yes 

Joint prioritization of identified works Yes 

Measures for controlling ambitious demands Yes 

Design w?rks, in consultation with WUA No 

Construction scheduling in consultation with WUA , Yes 

Contracting to WUA ,Yes 

loons or 1T)0bilization advances to WUA No 

Jaint construction supervision Yes 

Joint quality conlrol Yes 

Joint commissioning Yes 

Note: WUA = Water Users' ASSOCiation. 

Yes Yes Yes 

Yes NoYes 
Yes ' Yes ', .•' , "NO . No No Yes 

No No 

Yes Yes:, ~:~!~~i·:·'-~!·· 
Yes Yes 

, Yes Yes,No '~'~':-~~~r -·:,:::'i~L~'o;,_.::~~?' 
,Yes . :'Y$$-;. ' NC! ·:'.,,:,No , Yes Yes 
No'yes~~" ·No Yes Yes ." .y;s:-·:···~>(~-;;'· ~T::-.·"Y;~·'::··~':~::·No No Yes 

c 



,'>J. inclined toward a consolidation program of the 
- ;", 

" irrigation scheme with farmer participation compared 
?bents .:: 

to a management transfer program, )efb're .:,' 
The ILC extended its rehabilitation support(local' 

package to different farmer-managed or agencyent in 
managed irrigation schemes. The endeavors of . Also, 
extending support to organized beneficiary farmers laring 
in such schemes are driven from the demonstrated ficarit 
successes of the farmer-managed irrigation schemes 1e key 
in Nepal. Further, it had the dual purpose of reducing )f the, 
the burden of operation and maintenance expenses !Iow. 
in the completed irrigation schemes and increasing s not 
the performance of such schemes throughingof' 
promoting irrigation management activities by the p to 3 

) take concerned beneficiaries themselves. Accordingly; the 

program concentrated mostly on small irrigation 

Jns in schemes [that are relatively easier for the farmers to 

jectsl 
other 

managel and joint efforts were made at almost each 

step of program implementation. It was launched as 

nega 

untry. 

ment 

a package program and hence there was no 

process for fixing priority to individual rehabilitation 

works. Similarly, not much farmer participation was 

plete 

ptof 

~nt of 

sought in design works. However, before finalizing 

work, for example, finalizing canal alignment, the 

respective District Irrigation Offices consult the 

N the concerned farmers and discuss the matter in detail. 

1sive Activities of MLiP have been modified at different 

!king stages of the project's progress and, finally, it has 

Jring come to a stage where different works related to 

nore scheme consolidations are under way and the 

objective of management transfer is clear, With the 

same goal, arrangements are being devised by 

which the water users' group could gain the 

confidence to take over the management of the 

ILC irrigation scheme. Most of the activities in this 

Yes irrigation scheme were implemented through. hired 

No national and international consultants and many of 
Yes the project activities were driven by the consultants 
No and, at many crucial stages, the beneficiaries were 
Yes 

Yes 
not involved to the extent they have been involved in 

Yes ~ some other projects. It also reflects a case of an 

Yes experimental approach in a project that acquires 

Yes water through a pump house equipped with 

Yes technically sophisticated accessories. 

-


The BLGWPhas' put elearemphasis. ,on' 

management .transf~ras directed by 'the irrigation ' 

policy. It also has a form of ci packageprograrit ' 

involving no activity like prioritization of identified 

works related to scheme' rehabilitation leading to 

management transfer. The project has kept itself 

away from matters such as contracting the 

construction works to. water users' groups. Further, 

, the design works are entirely undertaken by the 

hired project consultants. In the course of its three 

stages, the BLGWP has gained enough experience to 

standardize the design criteria that have proved' 

successful in the project area. Consequently, It was 

not very interested in seeking farmers'input in design 

considerations at each step. 

The HIS was a laboratory site to experiment and 

thus refine the process of jOint management and 

transfer under the Irrigation Management Project. 

Accordingly, many of its activities were undertaken 

on a trial basis. As there was not much experience 

related to participatory irrigation development in 

Nepal before the Irrigation Management Project and 

as the policy emphasizing par1icipatory approach for 

irrigation development and management first came 

in 1988, i.e., after almost 2 years of experience with 

the Irrigation Management Project, the program was 

mainly based on "learning-by-doingH technique. 

Contracting work to the water users' association was 

also done in a 'very crude manner because,during 

the time of its implementation, no legitimate process 

for doing so existed. A formal commissioning of 

completed works never happened in HIS, and 

farmers kept on asking for more and more' system 

improvement work even after the completion of all 

the agreed upon rehabiHlation works. As a result, 

management of HIS wos not actually transferred· to 

the water users' association: though it was declared . 

to be so by the agency. 

The IMTP, comparatively, is the most recent 

project and has been able to benefit from the various '. 

lessons and experiences gained during similar 

programs. The project activities are very well 

articulated and roles and responsibilities of each 

.. 

1 
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party are wen'sHpulated. In addition, IMTP has 
adopted a bench-mtirkM implementation plan that 
involves somestrin~conditions at different stages of 
project implementation. In other words, pre
determined achievements must be accomplished, 
specially on the beneficiaries' part, before further 
support could be extended to its sub-projects. Thus, 
the extent of rehat::>ilitation works are linked to some 
institutional development milestones. IMTP has 
sought farmers' involvement at each stage of project 
implementation and ,has much stronger legal and 
institutional support that was lacking in other 
projects/progmms . .Further, it included the 2 types of 
a management transfer program, Le., full turnover 
and partial turnover through joint management. 

The Kankai Irrigation System {KIS) was the first to 
take the initiative on management transfer with its 
limited budget provided through the Department of 
Irrigation. Though the allocated budget is generally 
meant for, undertaking regular operation and 
maintenance of the irrigation scheme, KIS has made 
use of the available funds to get some management 
transfer objectives fulll1led. The approach adopted in 
KIS is very comparable to that of IMTP. Many of its 
provisions are based on the IMTP approach. 
However, KIS does not have the same level of 
institutional support that IMTP has. The adopted 
approach is very similar to a package program. 

Basically, 3 approaches are identified in relation 
to rehabilitation works associated with management 
transfer in Nepal. The cases of BLGWP, ILe, SMIP, and 
K1S have the approach of a packoge program, which 
is based on a mutual agreement that requires the 
beneficiaries and the agency to share the work to be 
done. After completion of the agreed upon works, 
the management responsibilities are transferred. to 
the respective beneficiaries. 

In cantrast, the cases of MLiP and HIS have a 
form of experimental approach in which some 
adjustments and modifications have been made in 

,the course of sub-project implementation. 
The IMTP has adopted a phased and conditional 

approach' in' which· different categories of support 
extended t~ its sub-projects are linked to some . 

conditions· and milestones of institutional' 
development activities. 

Next steps 
Besides these variations in .the envisaged 
approaches of rehabilitation, one could expect 
further deviations in the courses of their 
implementation· ,in· the field. So! in order to 
understand the process of irrigation rehabilitation in 
relation to management transfer in a better way, the 
following propositions are suggested. They should 
be tested during subsequent studies focusing on 
actual implementation of rehabilitation in the field 
and on impacts of management transfer. 

Proposition I.-The method of phasing and 
conditioning rehabilitation support on some 
development milestones of focal irrigation 
organizations facilitates the building up of the 
management capability of the organization. 

Proposition II..:.....contracting construction works to 
local organizations makes them more effective 
provided there are sufficient control machanisms 
in place. 

PropOSition III.-Aneffective local irrigation 
organization aids the process of management 

. transfer. 
Proposition' IV.-Participation of the local 

organizations in design considerations leads to 
successful··. management transfer. 

Proposition V.-Qua/ity of construction work that sat
isfies farmers leads to successful management 
transfer: 

PropOSition VI.-Transfer of management to an 
. effective local organization results in sustainable 
performance includes of the, partially or fully 
turned aver irrigation scheme. 

Reference: 
Research and Technology Development Branch, 
HMG/N Department of Irrigation and IIM1.1997. 
Study on rehabilitation and management transfer, 
Nepal. Phase I: Identification of current processes. 
Kathmandu, Nepal: Research and Technology Devel
opment Branch, Department·of Irrigation, HMG/N. 

. Intematlonal Irrigation Management Instftute' (IIMIl 'J 

PO Box 2()75. COI~mbO. Sri Lanka • Tel i94:1); 867404· Fax, (94-1)' 866854 '" E-mailliml@cgnef(:om • home pagehttp://www,cgiar.org/iimi
, ,. . " '. ~ 
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comparative Irrigation Performance· Assessment 

he 
Jld BACKOROUND between systems to. obtain an overview of general 
on Over the last few decades, His Majesty's Government trends in irrigation performance is ditficult.ln'this study 
~Id · of Nepal IHMG)' supported by foreign donors, invested the same indicators were applied to seven schemes in 

substantially not only in the expansion of area under the Terai over a time span of 5 years. A comparison 

irrigation but also in modernization of existing irrigation between systems (spatiall and the development of 
nd 	 infrastructure and management. For example, the performance over time /temporal! was accomplished. 

ne Irrigation Management Transfer Project is designed to 
The main questions to be answered by thison rehabilitate irrigation systems and turn over the 

comparative performance assessment study are: 
'he 	 management to the users' groups. Other projects like 

Marchwar Lift. Bhairawa lumbini, Sunsari Morang and. •. What are the general trends in performance of 
· Kankai have similar objectives. It' is expected that this to 	 irrigated agriculture? 
• will lead to higher agricultural production and lower 

ive 
expenses for the government. A proper performance • What are the impacts of management transfer on 

ms 	
assessment is an essential part of such efforts in irrigation performance? 
order to evaluate achievements and recommend 

'on refinements in future programs. In Nepal, this important METHODOLOOY 
ent task is the responsibility of the Research and 

~ Technology Development Branch (RTDB) under the IWMI'S set of standard performance 
cal Department of Irrigation. The International Water indicators 
; to Management Institute IIWMII is providing support in To answer these questions the choice of appropriate 

improving the Monitoring and Evaluation IM&EI data indicators to measure this performance is essential. 
· collection and analyzing the collected data. This brief;ot IWMI identified a set of standard performance indica

deals with some of the results of a performance study ent tors. which were tested in several countries !Molden et 
conducted by IWMI in collaboration with RTDB from a1.1998].1 The main indicators measure the major out
January to April 1998. 

an 	 puts lagricultural productionl against the major inputs 
of land and water. Additional indicators reflect key feable Performance assessment tures of water control and financial management. TheJlly 

In Nepal. performance assessment is often done on a set proved a valuable tool for comparative irrigation 
single project basis. Often, the consultant involved in performance evaluation and intervention impact as
the execution of the project reports on the sessment. A great advantage of the set is the' limited 
achievements and benefits of the program. Every data requirements. The indicators can be computed. 

ch, program has its own objectives and uses its own with basic data on agricultural production, water use, 
97. measures to evaluate the degree to which the and financial management. These data eire generally 
rer, objectives were met. For this reason, a comparison available from secondary sources. 

es. 
'el


lMolden et al. 1998: Indicators for comparing performance of irrigated agricvltural sys1ems. IWMI Research Report 20.

I. 
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Indicators used In the study 

Basic IncUtators 	 ,,',~', 
1. 	 GrossVdlue' of Production per hect~:re·oY.the 


command area . . . 


2. 	 Gross value of Production per hectare of the 

irrigated area 


3. 	 Gross Value of Production per unit of irrigation 

suppiied . 


4. 	 Gross Value of Production per unit of water 

consLirned by ET(fOP 


Additional '.. Measures 
·0·. " 

1.. 	 Relcitiye Wat~rSupply 

2. 	 Relative irrigation Supply
;:. 	 ,', . 

Financial management 
1. 	 Fee coll~tion efficiency 

2. Financial self-suffiCiency 


3:. O&Mexpellditures per unit of land and ~ater: 


Description Of indicators 

For this study, the main performance indicators 
reflecting land and water productivity were taken from 
IWMl's set. The additional indicators deviate slightly 
from the IWMI set to suit the objectives of this study, 

Table 1. Salient features of studied schemes. 

Name 	 Size {hal Type of scheme 

'taking into account the local circumstances. ·The 
indicators used in this study are listed in' the box. 

The selected schemes 

The indicators were applied to 7 schemes located,in the 

Terai of Nepal. The main monthly temperature varies 

from 6 to 37°C. The rainfall averages from 1,300 to 

1,900 mm annually of which 80 to 90 percent falls in 

the monsoon from June to September. In a1,1 schemes, 

efforts to transfer management, fully or partly, to Water 

Users' Associations [WUAs] are being undertaken or 

recently completed. Details are provided in table 1. 


Gross Value of Production per hectare of 
the command area 

The Gross Value of Production !GVPJ per unit of 
command area reflects the land productivity taking into 
account the whole scheme. Its values depend on crop 
choice, yields and prices, and also on the cropping 
intensity. 

Graph 1 shows that in most schemes the GVP 
shows a rising trend due to recent efforts of 
rehabilitation, which in most schemes are still ongoing. 
In the past years, values fluctuated between Nepal 
rupees [NRs.) 35,000 and 50,000 per hectare of the 
command area. In West Gandak, the rising trend 

Management tronsfer 

West Gandak 10,300 Run of the River 

Panchakanya 600 Run of the River 

Khageri 3,900 Run of the River 

Kankai 7,000 Run of the River 

Sunsari Morang II 16,550 Run of the River 

Marchwar Lift 2,815 . Pump from River 

Bhairawa lumbini 7,200 (Stage I Groundwater, 
Groundwater tube welts deep tube wells 

Jointly managed since 1992, fully transferred in 
September 1997 under IMTP 

Fully transferred in November 1997 under the IMTP 

Jointly managed since 1992 

Jointly managed since 1993 

Jointly managed since 1994 

Fully transferred in February: 1998 

Stage I consist of 65 tube wells. Some have been fully 
transferred, others still are in turnover process. 

21n this brief, only a selection of indicators is discussed. Fpr a complete description refer to the research paper, ·Comparative Performance Assessment' 
in 7 Selected Systems in Nepal" by RTDB & IWMI (Forthcoming). 
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Graph 2. Gross Value of Production per unit of irrigation supplied. 
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stabilized (and even dropped because the cropping Gross Value of Production per unit of 
intensity went down) after 1994/95 when the irrigation supplied 
rehabilitation works completed, It would be interesting This indicator reflects the productivity of one unit of 
to monitor whether the increased level of output in the water supplied to the system. Unfortunately in many 
other schemes can be sustained after the. rehabilitation schemes, especially the run-of-the-river systems, flow, 
program finishes. The values for Bhairawa lumbini records are not always reliable and often fragmented 
Groundwater Project (BlGWPl are high due to well and far from complete. Generally, water flows in the 
developed crop diversification. The flexible water river are highly variable and canal discharges fluctuate 
delivery of individual wells facilitates this diversification. accordingly, requiring frequent measurements. Despite 



these limitations the gene.ral.picture as shown in graph 
2 is clear. In the run-of::·the-river systems, the output is 
low compared t9 fhegroundwater and lift systems. 
Every additional unit ,of water supplied involves 
additional expenditureslmainly energy costs). Hence, 
there is a direct incentive to reduce the amount of 
water supplied to a minimum. In run-of-the-river 
systems, the costs per additional unit of water supplied 
is close to zero and incentives for individual schemes 
to divert less water are low. Remarkable is the sharp 

rise in GVP per unit supplied in the Marchwar lift 
Irrigation Project after 1995/96. From then onwards 
farmers started to contribute to energy expenses to run 
the pumps. For the WUA this was a strong stimulus to 
reduce the amount of water pumped. The same 

. happened in Bhairawa lumbini after 1993 when the 
project started to turn over part of the tube wells. 

Financial Self-Sufficiency and Fee Collection 
Rate 

All studied schemes are in the process of irrigation 
management transfer, or are recently been turned over 
to the users, fully or partially. One of the elements in the 
management transfer. is that users will pay all 
operation and maintenance expenditures. This is a 
process of a number of years in which the irrigation 
service fee will be increased gradually to meet real 
expenses. The Financial Self-Sufficiency (FSS) reflects the 
degree to which farmers are bearing O&M expenses.3 

For example, if the FSS is 10 percent, farmers pay 10' 

Table 2. Financial Self-Sufficiency (%) .. 
--.-~~. .~--~.~-. 

Year Wesl Gandak Khageri Pancha-kanya 

------. 

. percent of all O&M expenses and the goVernment 90 
percent.4 The fee collection rate indicates th.e 
percentage' of the targeted amount of water fees. 
actually collected .. If all beneficiaries are paying the full 
amount of their water fees. this value will be 100 
percent. Before management transfer, in most schemes 
farmers were not paying for their water. 

looking at the numbers for the studied schemes 
presented in tables 2 and 3. one can see that although 
progress has been made. still a lot has to be done in 
this area. In the BlGWP, the Irrigation Service Fee (lSFJ 
policy seems most strict: the WUAs of the recently 
turned over schemes bear the full amount of O&M 
implying ~FSS of 100 percent.5 Fee collection rates are 
also high because in groundwater systems it is 
relatively.easy to exclude non-paying beneficiaries from 
irrigation water supply. The IMTP paid a lot of attention 
to fee collection and training the WUAs for financial 
record keeping. These efforts are reflected in rising fee 
collection rates and riSing values of FSS in the IMTP sites 
[West Gandak, Khageri, and Panchakanyal. The lowest 
values of FSS and fee collection rates are found in 
KankaL Marchwar, and Sunsari Morang. Until now, 
most efforts in the irrigation management transfer 
process in those schemes focused on rehabilitation 
works rather than on financial management by the 
WUAs. 

All studied systems are facing problems to raise 
water fees according to the assessed amount. In most 
schemes less than half of the fees due was collected. 

Sunseri Morang Kankai Marchwar lift Bhairawa 
lumbini 

1996 / 97 48 4 3 3 

1995 /96 10 24 23 2 4 2 

1994 / 95 4 . 28 0 0 .2 2 

1993 / 94 2 22 0 0 0 

1992 / 93 0 0 0 '0 4 0 49 

1991 / 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 

'Due to lack of reliable data, labor contributions are not included. 


'Expenses and contributions can be in cash as well as in labor. 


4Note that the FSS lakes into consideration the actual expenses, which does not necessarily reflects O&M requirements. 


'Not mentioned in table 2 because some tube wells have been turned over and others not yel. So. it is hard to give a generalization for the whole 

scheme. 
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{corrected byinflationl·bY the goverr;mentare going' 
down. The contributions ofWUAs still'arever'f,modest 
in comparison with overall expenditures and do not fill 
the gap of decliningHMG expenses. ' .' . 

TheO&M expenses per unit of 'and,arelow in 
comparison with the Gross Value of Production. In the 
run-of-the-river systems, the O&M expenses consist of 
less than 1 percent of the production. Only in Kankai 
this amounts to 2 percent. Even in both pump systems 
with high running costs this percentage does not 
exceed 5 percent. This indicates that the cost of water 
is small and that high costs should not be a constraint 
in water fee collection. . 

CONCLUSIONS 

Trends in performance 

• 	 Agricultural production per unit of land is rising 
with increased irrigation intensity and improved 
paddy and wheat yields, likely due to changes 
in management and rehabilitation. 

• 	 Agricultural production per unit of water 
supplied is rising in both pump schemes 
because agricultural production is increasing 

, while water supply 	is getting less. Farmers 
started economizing water supply after 'they 
had to pay part of the energy expenses. 

• 	 The Financial Self-Sufficiency reflecting the 
degree to which WUA are contributing to O&M 

expenses is rising over the last few years,~but 
still are far from the targeted 100 percent value~ . 

• 	 The fee collection rates fluctuate considerably 
per scheme and over the years. Generally, they 
are low, indicating problems in collecting water 
fees. 	 . 

• 	 O&M expenditures per unit of ,land are 
declining because the government is allocating 
less budget and WUA contributions still are 
modest. Budget allocations per unit land 
fluctuate considerably from scheme to scheme 
and the guideline used by the government,to • 
determine allocations is not always clear. In ' ' 
general, O&M expenses are low and constitute 
less than 1 percent of the Gross Value'of 
Production. 

Impacts of irrigation management transfer 

Agricultural production went up, probably largely due to 
the rehabilitation works carried out as a part of the 
transfer process. The test of success will be whethE;!rthe 
WUAs can sustain and improve performance gains. 

Sustainability will largely be a function of theWUAs' 
, ability to fund O&M. Farmers started contributing to the 
O&M expenditures. However, by far, the major part of 
the expenses is still being paid by the government. Still, 
a lot of progress has to be made before farmers will be 
able to bear the costs to run the system. 



Table 3. Fee C:ollectionrCJte·(%I. 

Year Gondak Khageri Pancha-kanya Sunsari Morang Marchwar lift Bhairawa 
lumbini 

1996 I 97 48 65 24 51 24 

1995/96 37 58 91 27 63 43 

1994 1 95 67 2 41 

1993 / 94 56 6 

1992 I 93 56 70 91 

19911 92 40 89 

Graph 3. O&M expenditures per unit command area. 
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O&M expenditures per unit of land Graph 3 shows the total O&M expenditures 
Besides evaluating the Financial Self-Sufficiency it is (including WUA contributionsl per unit of the command 
essential to monitor O&M expenditures per unit of land area over the last 5 years. It raises a few concerns. The 
to check whether sufficient resources are being first is the enormous variation in budget allocation 
allocated to maintain the system properly. Ideally, one without a clear explanation. The expenses vary roughly 
would like to compare O&M requirements with the from NRs 100 to 2,000 per hectare (all in constant 1995 
actual O&M. expenses. Unfortunately, realistic . rupees). Obviously, a river pump system such as 
assessments of O&M requirements based on Marchwar Lift has higher operational costs due to high 
maintenance surveys are seldom found. The energy costs inherent in pump systems. Reasons for 
requirements will differ from scheme to scheme, . the other variations are harder to find. Secondly, there 
depending on tYpe and location. In this study actual is a clear descending trend.in expenditures expressed 
O&M expenditures per unit of land are monitored. in constant 1995 rupees. The O&M allocations , . 
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Institutional Arrangement for Supporting 
Management Transfer 
BACKGROUND 
Presently, His Majesty's Government of Nepal. through its 
Department of Irrigation (DOll, is actively engaged in 
mqnagement transfer programs starting with the Irrigation 
Management Project in 1986. The Irrigation Management 
Transfer Project, commenced in 1995, has specifically 
focused on transferring operation and maintenance 

lbini 	 responsibilities or ownership of public irrigation systems to 
farmers in 11 public irrigation schemes. It has already 
transferred the management of two irrigation systems to . 

ng . the water users' associations (WUAs). Similarly, many of 
DOl projects or programs such as Irrigation line of Credit, 
Irrigation Sector Project. Marchwar lift Irrigation Project, 
Bhairahwa Lumbini Ground Water Project. Sunsari Morang 
Irrigation Project, and Mahakali irrigation Project have 
incorporated the theme of management transfer in one 
way or the other. In addition, some pipeline projects such 
as Second Irrigation Sector Project and the Nepal Irrigation 
Sector Project emphasize irrigation system management 
by local organizations. 

The management transfer policy has two main 
objectives. The firsl is to reduce the regular government 
expenditure in operation and maintenance (O&M) in the 
government-managed irrigation systems, and the second 
is to attain sustained management .and prolonged 
serviceability of the irrigation systems. 

Two, major issues appear prominently in recent 
res initiatives made on irrigation manqgement transfer. The 

'first· is related to the'need for successful implementationof:md 
the policy. The second, even more pertinent. is to achieveThe 
sustained management of the transferred systems yieldingtion the desiredresufts. 	 . 

~hly Appropriate institutional and 'Iegal frameworks are 
995 essential to create d favorable environment for effective 
as . ',performance oftransferred irrigation systems and to"2 

Jigh provide them with a sustainable life. Well-orchestrated 
for government service institutions, legislatures, and poliCies 

,can safeguard the interest of.farmers by regulating legallere 
norms and poliCies while proViding the needed supports.sed 
Pertinent questions regarding management transfer in 

:ms Nepal are: .. 

-
liimi 

1. 	 To what extent are the existing government 
,institutions and policies attuned to meeting the 
current needs of farmers? 

2. 	 Are existing institutions and legal prOVisions 
,adequate 	for effective performance of the 
transferred systems? 

3. 	What are the gaps and weaknesses in the 
prevailing situation? 

A recent study by RTDB and IWMI (RTDB and IIMI19971 
on institutional arrangements for supporting management 
transfer forms a base to explore the related legaJ and 
institutional supports. 

IWMI STUDY ON ESSENTIAL TASKS 

A recent IWMI study [Vissia and Frederiksen 1997Jof 
management transfer in Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Turkey, 
Mexico, United States, and Nepal identified essential tasks 
and support services for management transfer. The study 
recommends that for successful management transfer, 
attention should be given to: 1J clearly defined objectives of 

, transfer and aSSigned responsibilities for both the 
government and the local irrigation organizations, 2) on 
appropriate institutional and legal framework with defined 
land and water rights, 3) functioning irrigation facilities, 41 
a water service entity with appropriate authority to perform 
O&M functions and related services, and collect fees to 
cover O&Mexpenses. The study identified the main 
features of Nepal's water resources development and 
management systems, before making some 
recommendations. As identified, the main features are 
given below. 

'POLICIES AND 	REGULATION 

The National Code of Conduct (i9631 (Muluki Ain) is 
essentially the basic code for exen:;ising the right of the 
public on issues related to water use. The Water Resources 
Act 11992) provides a basis for utilizing and allocating water 
based on national preferences and priorities. The Water 
Resources Regulation 11993) is a legal elucidation of the 



.' .}" ,~ 
, .".,.,.1"," I )' 

" Water Resources,A~.':1t .facilitates' effE:!dive implementation 
bf the Act. Similarly;. the Irrigation Policy 11997.1 has .been 
enacted to facilitate development of feasible irrigation 
schemes Wiihactive participation of beneficiary farmers. 
The policy has also recognized the prime role of the 
farmers to increase managerial and operational efficiency 
of the irrigation systems. Most policies and legislatures in 
water resources sector are new. The detailed 
implementation procedure of the Irrigation Policy is 
currently being 'drafted. There are some other legislatures, 
acts, and policies that are directly related to water rates may vary from one project to the other. 

resources development and management and are 

indirectly related to irrigation development. These legal Water Resource Moriitorlng: The DWRC is responsible for, 

arrangements address the following aspects related to monitoring of water resources in each district and for 

water use and its management: ' administering the water use license. According to !he' 


polfcy; the government would establish detailed 
Water Use Riglw. The Water Resources Act states that the geographic and management inforrnation systems, which 
ownership of .water,' surface, underground or in would be institutionalized and updated over time, It is also 
whatsoever form available within the country, lies with the expected to guide implementation of related programs in 
government. The right to use water can be obtained from the future. 
the government by acquiring a license. No person is 
entitled to use'water without obtaining a license from the GOVERNMENT INS1'ITUTIONS 
government,.~:Hid the licensee is liable to pay a charge or The National Planning Commission is the leading agency 
annljal fee forutlHzing water. The annual fee must be paid responsible for th~ formulation of national level 
to the governmenLJhe rates would be fixed by a three and maintaining central level coordination between 
member Service Charge Fixation Committee consisting of various programs implemented in the country. 
a chairperson, a consumer representative and one more formulates the overall plan for water resou 
member, all nominated by the government. The development including irrigation and undertakes 
Committee would fix the rates based on the rate of monitoring, and evaluation activities. 
depreciation, reasonable benefit, way of managing the TheWoter and Energy Commission Secretariat is 
system, changes in the consumer price index. etc' a national level organization responsible for r.\IC""",Q'M 

, The license is both salable and transferable, but the studying, researching, and making poliCies for 
licensee must submit an application to the District Water development of water resource and energy sectors 
Resource Committee and obtain permission to do so. their. management. It operates as the policymaking 

applied research wing under the Ministry of 
System' Turnover: The Irrigation Policy has made some Resources: . 
definite and clear legislation concerning turnover of lheMinistty of Agriculture and the Department 
irrigation schemes. The major governing factors for Agriculture have the responsibility to provide technical 
implementing turnover policy are based on the size of the training SlfPport to the farmers to help them realize 
systems, consent of WUAs. and the ability of the users to ultlmafegoals of irrigation development in the co 
take the O&M,responsibilities. Before irrigation schemes/ .Wrile>thEimi~istry is more of a policy making body, 
projects are turned over, the government would enter into • department ,is more involved in implementation. 
an agreement with the WUA on scheme rehabilitation or . . >'agriculhir~ deportment collaborates with Nepal Ag 
improvement works. Research ·Center to develop and test agricul 

. inn@~a~9.ns in:different parts of the country. 
WUA Formation: The Water Resources Act avails , '; ,The.National Agriculture Coordination Committee 
opportunities to anyone aspiring to use water resources on coorqin91in9 arrangement concerning plann 
an institutional basis through a beneficiaries' association, ·::implEnne~tafion,. and monitoring and evaluation 
which can be formed and registered locally with the' .. c"oogricuUvrol development activities in the country. 
District Water Resource Committee (DWRC). Such ,'. (<>!Wtli,tte~ is represented by the institutional heads 
arrangements provide a legal basis for the establishment -repre~entatives from the Ministry of Agriculture, l\/lIn'''Tn,i.'< 

of WUAs.The binding document and regulation for " 'WQterResources, Department of Agriculture, 
individual WUA activities would depend on the " .9f Jrllgation, Department of Livestock Services, 
organization itself. The WUA would prepare a constitution 'i;)eveI6pment Bank, Agriculture Inputs Corporation, 
amenable .to the yrevailing legislation. .[}eparyment of Cooperative Development and No 

:'. '. :' 

'Irrigation SetVice Fees (lSF): There are sound poli~ies and 
'Iegal prOvisions that have laid specific guidelines· 
regarding irrigation service fees both ,in agency- or farmer

, 1 managed irrigation systems. In particular, WUAs in farmer
managed irrigation systems arei'ully authorized to fix. I 
irrigation service fee rates, and collect and utilize the sum. 1 

However, in agency-managed irrigation systems, it must 
be' jointly fixed by the project and beneficiaries based on 
the land type, mode of irrigation system management, its 
operation and maintenance, and cropping intenSity. The 

I 

1 

. 1 

. , 
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Cooperative Society.The Agricultural Development Bank is 
, also intensiyely inyolved in extending credHs:for the 
, development of farmer-managed ,irrigation systems and 
tUbe well programs. There is also a ,provisionfbr the , 
District Agricultural Coordination Committee to function ,at 
the district level. ' 

The DOL under Ministry of Water Resources, is the 
main government agency involved in irrigation 
development of the country. The 001, with a central office 
in the Kathmandu valley, has 5 regional directorates, 75 
District Irrigation Offices and about two dozens of other 
project offices. The District Irrigation Offices are the key 
agencies to undertake irrigation development activities at 
the district level. They are also responsible for regular 
O&M of the irrigation systems in the respective districts. In 
many cases, District Irrigation Office personnel work in 
association with beneficiaries' organizations for b&M 

. activities. These offices play a vital role in the 
implementation of jOint management or system turnover 
policies. They also have the responsibility of building up the 
capability of local WUAs to get Ihem involved in the joint 
management activities. 

,The Water Resources Act has made provision for 
forming a DWRC in each district. It would deal with 
licensing to individuals or groups aspiring to use water' 

, resources. It is 10 work as a coordinating, agency for 
'transferred irrigation systems in terms of providing the 
required institutional and legal supports. 

Besides various district line agencies, the district 
administration and local development offices are 
additional local agencies that are supposed to provide 
necessary support in local development endeavors. The 
Village Development Committees are the lowest level 
political bodies responsible for village level development 
and their roles in local development initiatives are vital. 

ISSUES 
, Through the above discussion on policies, regulations, and 

institutions it can be seen that there has been much effort 
in attempting to create an enabling institutional 
environment for irrigation, and this effort should be 
appreciated. Major questions at this point are the degree 
,to which these are implemented, and the effectiveness of 
implementation. 	 " 

The focus of this discussion is on the institutional 
arrangements that will allow local organizations, including 
management transfer systems and farmer managed 
irrigation systems, to function. It addresses the question: 
After transfer what do we do? As identified in the global 
IWMI study, three important areas are identified: water 
rights, government support institutions,and local water 
service organizations'. 

Water Rights: Firm water rights provide a more 
predictable environment for the WUAs and farmers to 

fuhction. it is difficult enough to plan given the uncertainties 
ofclimate, but it is more diffiClJIt when water use rights are 
not secured. 

Defin'ed and secured water rights are critical at two 
levels: within an irrigation system, and between other 
irrigation systems dnd other users. Within an irrigation 
system, individuals may have rights either registered with 
a government, or decided by the organization managing 
the system. At another level, rights could be defined along 
a river, where different parties-organization of irrigation 
water users, industry, municipal, andothers-have a right 
to use water. Generally, within the management transfer 
sites, rights are embedded in the water allocation 
procedure. Some transfer sites use a share system giving 
a right to use water, and an obligation to pay. Nepal does 
have a tradition of using local means as well as courts to 
define and defend rights UlM11997J. ' 

The IWMIIRTDB study for Nepal identified the following 
weaknesses: ' 

• 	 Lack of a firm water right for newly formed WUAs. 

• 	 Insufficient public awareness regarding water 
rights. 

• 	 Inadequate definition of the amount of water to be 
received in the licensing procedure. 

• 	 Inadequate functional capability of the DWRC 

The DWRC is mandated to license water to transferred 
systems as well as to other users of water. With increasing 
demands and competition for water, this is a critical role. 
At present, there are practical problems of stating how 
much water the different users are to receive, how to 
monitor the entitlements, and how to enforce the rights in 
case there are violators. 

Government Support: After transfer, there remain several 
functions related to water management that the 
government could provide. The most difficult of these are 
the regulatory framework and broad oversight required to 
managing the nation's water resources. This involves a 
water monitoring system, a water rights>sysfem with 
effedive enforcement of these rights, and monitoring and 
enforcing compliance with water quality standards. The' 
main goals of transferring rnanagementare to improve 
productivity of irrigation and to reduce government O&M 

·>expenditures. If the government totally drops support for 
newly formed WUAs, it is unlikely t,hat productivity 
increases can be sustained. A shift of government services 
in irrigation from day-to-dayoperations to roles of policy 
formulation, regulation, oversight, and prOVision of other 
support to WUAs is required. This has been partially 
carried out in Nepal, but there remains a clear need for 
more attention to implementation of existing laws, acts 
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and ~egulations,induding'monitoring and enforcement. 
The IWMI/RTDB study identified weaknesses in: 

• 	 Implementation of existing laws, including , 
monitoring and enforcement of these laws. 

• 	 lack of commitment from high-level politicians 
and senior administrators to policies and 
programs. 

Managing Q complex irrigation system is not 
something that a local organization can do overnight. 
There is considerable trial and error, and learning involved. 
Facilitation and training of newly formed WUAs after 
transfer can speed up this process. And, in some cases, 
it could make the difference between success and .failure. 
Typically, transferred systems have a different infrastructure 
than troditional farmer-managed irrigation systems. 
Support to WUAsin the form of advice and training will 
become increasingly important. At the same time, learning 
through research is required to understand where needs 
are, and how to solve real problems. 

Local water SerVice Organizations: There remain policy 
and regulation issues that need to be resolved to assist 
local water service organizations. The research pointed out 

'that: 
• 	 The ISF fixation committee was not functioning as 

conceived and not even formed in many cases. 

• 	 ISF collection by WUAs has been far less than 
sufficient. 

• 	 The WUA's legal stand is not clear, thus the 
degree to which they can take actions is not clear. 

It is expected that the WUAmust, on its own accord, 
carry out functions of water distribution, and setting and 
collecting fees. Of crUcial importance is the need to be 
able to levy penalties or place other sanctions when rules 
related to these activities are not followed. In order to do 
these, the WUA requires legal empowerment. More clarity 
is required on what the WUAs may and may not do. 

SUGGESTED PRIORITY AREAS 

There has been much progress in the area of developing 
irrigated area'sand improving their management. With 
increasing competition for water, the need for mpre 
production and profitability, and the need for social equity 
and justice,more consideration ,should be given to 
appropriate government functions. There has been' 
progress in defining regulations and policies, but less 
progress in their implementation. Four priority areas are 
suggested: 

Operationalize existing legislation and strengthen 
existing institutions: Presently, there are many good 

policies and regulations, and well-conceived institutions. 
Effort should be placed on enforcing existing regulations, 
and strengthening existing institutions. Based on this 
experience of action, revisions can be made. Refining 
policies and regulations will require close monitoring and 
research in these areas, and an ability to adapt. 

Defining and enforcing water rights: A stable right for 
newly formed organizations is of utmost importance. This 
task is far from trivial, as a practical means of monitoring 
and enforcing rights needs to be developed. An important 
consideration will be,the recognition of existing users, and 
the recognition of local means of dealing with water rights, 

Water Rights are vital for sound water resources 
management to keep water supplies from being overi 

, appropriated, and to eliminate the vulnerability of users 
from increased demands from more powerful users. ~ 
Effective water rights programs reduce the opportunity for 
political pressures 10 override bureaucracies, and for' 
bureaucracies to override the productive and equitable 
behavior of the woter users. The report recommends that 
water rights should be clearly spelled out for the transfer 
to succeed, and that water rights programs should be 
administered by an agencyseparate from water resources 
development agencies. . 

Providing post-transfer support to WUAs: It is likely thai 
it will take time after transfer for the WUAs to be 
functional. Technical advice and facilitation will help the 
process. Consideration should be given to a mixture of 
government agencies, NGOs, and the private sector 
fulfill this function. For this support, focus should be 
on improving the service provided, obtaining support from 
outside agencies, and improving manag",rn"n
capabilities, 

Obtaining . legal clarity on issues about 
, empowerment: Clear legal guidelines are required to 

the bounds for WUA actions. 
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